RIDE-ON PRODUCTIVITY
MEETS WALK-BEHIND AGILITY.
Experience the best of both worlds with this compact ride-on scrubber.

PROFESSIONAL | BD 50/70 R BP

Ride anywhere with the agile BD 50/70 R Bp.
We designed the BD 50/70 R ride-on scrubber for tight congested areas that need maneuverability and productivity in one package.
This value conscious machine will provide you with years of quality scrubbing without breaking the bank. Every aspect of this machine
has been streamlined to provide the best scrubbing at the best price.
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Slim and compact

■

The most compact ride-on scrubber in our line-up, only 52 inches long

■

Compact yet productive, cleans at a rate of 18,830 ft2/hr.

■

Compact size allows for easy turning and a clear view of the area you

3
■

Priced right
Excellent solution if you appreciate the productivity of a ride-on but
you need the compact agility of a walk-behind scrubber

■

Costs as much as a walk-behind scrubber

are cleaning
4
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User comfort

■

Easy to use
Compact size allows for hassle-free transportation from location
to location

■

Ergonomic, comfortable machine that can be used for several hours

■

High quality seat material is designed to be used for full shifts

■

Intuitive operator interface makes training quick and painless

■

Standard Homebase system secures commonly used items on the
machine, resulting in fewer trips back to the janitor's closet
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Technical data and equipment.

BD 50/70 R BP
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Cleaning path

in

20
1

Brush quantity
Brush diameter

in

1

Squeegee width

in

33.5

Tank capacity (solution/recovery)
Operating noise level
Total machine battery voltage
Down pressure
Brush speed
Weight with batteries
Dimensions (L x W x H)
Productivity (practical/theoretical)
Climbing ability
Max speed

gal

18/20

dBA

66

V

24

lbs

56

rpm

155

lbs

428

in
ft2/hr

52 x 23 x 42
18,830/26,900

% grade

10

mph/kph

3.4

EQUIPMENT
Order No.

Description

9.841-434.0

BD 50/70 R Bp, brush, 105 A/H wet batteries

9.841-435.0

BD 50/70 R Bp, brush, 100 A/H AGM batteries

9.841-436.0

BD 50/70 R Bp, pad driver, 105 A/H wet batteries

9.841-437.0

BD 50/70 R Bp, pad driver, 100 A/H AGM batteries

ACCESSORIES
Order No.

Description



4.035-182.0

Battery, 12 V / 105 Ah



8.641-483.0

Shelf charger for wet batteries, 24V, 25A, standard on wet batteries models



8.629-377.0

Shelf charger, 24V, 24A, 115V, standard on AGM models



4.905-026.0

Disc brush, medium grit, red, for general cleaning (standard on brush machines)



4.762-534.0

Pad driver, 19 inch, features a quick-change coupling and centerlock (standard on pad driver machines)



6.371-146.0

Pad, 20 inch, soft, natural hair, for polishing



6.369-468.0

Pad, 20 inch, soft, light grit, suitable for polishing floors, beige



6.369-079.0

Pad, 20 inch, medium-soft, for cleaning all types of floors, red (standard on pad driver machines)



6.369-078.0

Pad, 20 inch, medium-hard, for removing stubborn dirt and deep cleaning, green



6.369-077.0

Pad, 20 inch, hard, for cleaning heavily soiled floors and for deep cleaning, black



4.905-029.0

Disc brush, hard, for stubborn dirt and deep cleaning, only for hard-wearing surfaces, black



4.905-027.0

Disc brush, soft, made of natural fibers, for cleaning and polishing



4.905-028.0

Disc brush, very soft, for cleaning sensitive floors and polishing, white



6.371-271.0

Microfiber pad, 20 inch, excellent cleaning power



4.777-401.0

Squeegee, 33.5 inch, straight, made of oil-resistant, transparent polyurethane, for smooth floors



4.777-411.0

Squeegee, 33.5 inch, curved, made of oil-resistant, transparent polyurethane, for tiled floors

 Included  Optional

SERVICES


Order No.

Description

7.000-270.0

Fleet one year premium subscription

 Included  Optional
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